
Apple and Koa Classes Home Learning Year 2 
Thursday 11th June 2020 

 
Dear Year 2 families, 
 
We would like to thank all parent/carers for being your child’s educator during these unprecedented 
times and continuing to support their learning at home. We hope you remain safe and continue to 
communicate with us using the class email. 
 
Here are Block 6 Week 2 Thursday’s activities:    
 
1. In Maths, we are going to learn about multiplication using pictures. I would like you to solve the 
following word problem using pictures and write a multiplication sentence. 

There are three dolls in each basket. 
There are four baskets. 

How many dolls are there altogether? 
 

Draw an image and write a calculation to represent the problem. 
 
Extension: Write a sensible story for the calculation 4x10. Draw an image to illustrate. 
Simplification: Draw the picture for the word problem and count in ones to find the total. 

 
 

2. In English, you can write a minibeast poem. Using the details of what you saw on your nature walk 
last week and the vocabulary thought of from Monday’s activity ‘paint pictures with words’. Create your 
own minibeast poem. Choose a minibeast. Remember, a minibeast is a small creature you can find in your 
garden or in the park e.g. snails, slugs, spiders, worms, beetles, woodlice, ants, flies, etc. You can use the 
letters of the minibeast to write an acrostic poem, or a rhyming poem or alliteration with words starting 
with the same letters e.g. ‘The slimy slow snail slithers silently along the path.’ Remember, to set it out like 
a poem with verses, short lines, it’s not a story. Be creative with your words! 
Simplification: You can do a shape poem with key vocabulary describing the minibeast. 
Extension: Try to include lots of detail about your minibeast e.g. looks, movements, lives, sounds, eats, 
etc. and write in verses. 

 
 
  3.  In PSHCE, I would like you to discuss ‘tolerance’ and ‘respect’ in light of the recent terrible events in 
America regarding the killing of George Floyd. The ‘Black Lives Matter’ protests in America and in the UK 
have sparked a lot of media attention with racial awareness. I would like you to read the following poem 
below this page and then read it again but this time bottom to top and discuss what you think this poem is 
about with an adult. What messages are there? Adults should help the children to understand a positive 
image on race that promotes our values words of ‘tolerance’, ‘respect’ and ‘equality’.  
Simplification: Discuss at least 5 positive things that you have experienced in a day. 
Extension: You could design a poster for ‘Black Lives Matter’ or for ‘equality’ or ‘tolerance’ or ‘respect’. 
 

Stay safe, keep well. 
Love from, 

Mrs Khan and Ms Aldecoa 
 
 

PLEASE READ THE POEM BELOW 
 
 
 
 



 

'Worst Day Ever?' 

Today was the absolute worst day ever 
And don’t try to convince me that 

There’s something good in every day 
Because, when you take a closer look, 

This world is a pretty evil place. 
Even if 

Some goodness does shine through once in a while 
Satisfaction and happiness don’t last. 

And it’s not true that 
It’s all in the mind and heart 

Because 
True happiness can be attained 

Only if one’s surroundings are good 
It’s not true that good exists 
I’m sure you can agree that 

The reality 
Creates 

My attitude 
It’s all beyond my control 

And you’ll never in a million years hear me say 
Today was a very good day 

  

Now read it again from the bottom line to the top line…… 

 


